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When it comes to kitchen appliances, microwaves are one of the most handy -- who hasn't had to quickly heat up some leftovers or warm up a cup of coffee (even if both of those are taboo to some)?
5 Things You Should Never Put In the Microwave
There's a reason microwave windows look the way they do Credit: Getty Instead, they serve a scientific purpose that also helps keep us safe when we’re using the appliance. In a recent TikTok ...
People are only just realising why microwaves windows are not see-through and have those black dots on the windows
Sweden's Electrolux plans to start a cost-cutting programme in response to softer than expected demand and weak earnings against a backdrop of high inflation, it said on Monday. Adds cost cutting ...
Electrolux to cut costs as inflation hits demand
Inside the box, a turntable, rotating ring, and a user manual is included. It comes with a Vapour Clean feature, so the microwave stays odour free. The Quick defrosting feature thaws food without ...
Top 5 Budget Microwaves
The market for washers and dryers has reached the end of its up cycle. Dow Jones MarketWatch reports that Swedish home-appliance manufacturer Electrolux is undertaking steep cost cuts that will target ...
Electrolux to Cut Costs After Warning on Weak 3Q Earnings
hite goods manufacturer Electrolux is to initiate a round of cost cutting on the back of inflationary pressures, weaker- than-expected market demand and disappointing third quarter results.
Electrolux wires up cost cutting measures after customer demand hit
Maybe they won it as a prize. Although reading appliance manuals is not my favorite thing to do, I managed to figure out how to use the microwave oven. The earlier microwave ovens were less ...
Prairie Fare: Microwave ovens have long history in kitchens
By Marie Mannes COPENHAGEN (Reuters) -Sweden's Electrolux on Monday announced plans to cut costs and warned its profit would drop as high inflation and low consumer confidence squeezed demand for ...
Electrolux flags cost cuts, warns on profit as inflation squeezes demand
So who is making the best? We bought all the microwave popcorns we could find to get an answer! To get more in line with the sort of stuff you’d find in the theater we defaulted to “Movie Thea ...
We Blind Tasted All The Microwave Popcorn We Could Find — Here’s The Champ
Investing.com -- Shares in Electrolux AB (ST:ELUXb) dipped in early European trading on Monday after the Swedish home-appliance maker warned that income will slide in the third quarter.
Electrolux Shares Dip After Q3 Profit Warning
Europe’s biggest home appliances maker Electrolux warned on profits yesterday, as high inflation and low consumer confidence hit demand. The Swedish maker of washing machines and fridges said ...
Electrolux warns on profits as inflation hits demand
Sweden's Electrolux announced plans to cut costs and warned its profit would drop as high inflation and low consumer confidence squeezed demand for its home appliances, while large investments in ...
Electrolux warns on profits outlook amid low consumer confidence
STORY: Electrolux is the latest firm to warn of consumer pain over inflation. The Swedish home appliances giant warned Monday (September 12) that profits could fall short. It will also have to cut ...
Electrolux warns on profit as consumers cut buys
In some of the darkest days of the Cold War, the U.S. intelligence community was alarmed by a startling discovery: the Soviet Union was bombarding the U.S. Embassy in Moscow with microwaves, in what ...
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